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The body isn’t airtight: weak valves
everywhere waiting to be breached
by amateur pharmacists, the body
expands like the chamber in a fountain pen,
ballooning to accommodate the stuff
that will soon dribble back up
onto the white page of bed, writing upon sheets
its postmodern/mortem masterpiece.  
The body believes heart and soul
in the idea of tomorrow: when the body seeps
and crusts. When the body’s a dead weight
denting the pillows on the couch.
When it dawns on the body 
that whatever it put in itself yesterday
went straight through its head
and has cost too much.  
The body picks itself up
and returns to the bedroom to read
what it wrote/wrought. The body
cleans up after itself. The body
licks its wounds. When the wounds
become body, the body moves. 
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 Nights, Rick began to imagine that he was back in the water, looking at Alice Wheeler’s 
face.  Stuck between fourteen and fifteen.  Her purple suit.  He imagined that he could see, 
somewhere below her, glinting in the dark, the set of his mother’s house keys he’d thrown in 
the night she’d broken up his date with Lynn; the silver fob with the Lord’s Prayer engraved in 
it that he’d bought her years ago.  Catching the sun.  
 He was thirty-four and it was bad enough having to bring a woman back to a house 
where his mother was asleep.  It was another coughing fit and damned if she couldn’t time 
them to the moment before a touch, a kiss.  
 The night he’d decided to put her in the home.  Had dropped the keys and they’d hardly 
splashed.  The water had taken them so easily, parted and slipped shut as if it had been waiting. 
I don’t know Mom, where did you put them last?  And, It’s just that you keep forgetting things; 
we have to be careful.  Finally, What happens when it’s the stove?  Wondering if her keys had 
shifted the bookshelf or the trunk just that inch.
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